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Best Ski Resorts in France
Wednesday, 25-Dec-2024 - Wednesday, 25-Dec-2024

Experience the epitome of skiing in France, where the majestic
Alps, world-class resorts like Chamonix and Courchevel, and
charming alpine villages create an unparalleled winter escape.
Immerse in diverse terrains, vibrant après-ski, and exquisite
hospitality for an unforgettable vacation.
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 Trip Summary

Day 1 - Wednesday, 25-Dec-2024

1 Google Maps  Chamonix, France

2 Google Maps  Val-d'Isère, France

3 Google Maps  Courchevel, France

4 Google Maps  Méribel, France

5 Google Maps  Val Thorens, France

6 Google Maps  Tignes, France

7 Google Maps  La Plagne, France

8 Google Maps  Les Deux Alpes, France

9 Google Maps  Les Gets, France

10 Google Maps  La Clusaz, France
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https://maps.google.com/?q=Chamonix,+France&ftid=0x47894c062dfe2ee7:0x408ab2ae4baa380
https://maps.google.com/?q=73150+Val-d%27Is%C3%A8re,+France&ftid=0x47890909fd5ffb93:0x408ab2ae4baa830
https://maps.google.com/?q=73120+Courchevel,+France&ftid=0x47898217b1b9b335:0xf983b543f08d294b
https://maps.google.com/?q=M%C3%A9ribel,+73550+Les+Allues,+France&ftid=0x4789803bb48c49db:0xa08ab2d832bc130
https://maps.google.com/?cid=10288399053342307123
https://maps.google.com/?q=73320+Tignes,+France&ftid=0x47890c63287d7ebb:0x408ab2ae4baa8b0
https://maps.google.com/?q=73210+La+Plagne-Tarentaise,+France&ftid=0x47897b3b59356e9d:0x19d14e4af7773e3f
https://maps.google.com/?q=Les+Deux+Alpes,+38860+Les+Deux+Alpes,+France&ftid=0x478a12c181b26ebb:0x33a9846207b27c09
https://maps.google.com/?q=Les+Gets,+France&ftid=0x478c032886d61ced:0x3bccd215dc1e5333
https://maps.google.com/?q=74220+La+Clusaz,+France&ftid=0x478bf071ee591289:0x408ab2ae4baa200


 Day 1 - Wednesday, 25-Dec-2024

1       Chamonix, France
Chamonix, France

Chamonix, nestled beneath the iconic Mont Blanc, is a legendary
ski destination celebrated for its challenging terrain and
mountaineering legacy. A mecca for extreme sports enthusiasts,
the resort offers unrivaled off-piste opportunities and a renowned
freeride scene. Chamonix's charming town center boasts a
vibrant mix of alpine charm and cosmopolitan flair, with a range
of shops, cafes, and cultural attractions. The Aiguille du Midi
cable car, providing breathtaking views of the Alps, adds to the
allure of this historic and dynamic mountain town.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

2       Val-d'Isère, France
73150 Val-d'Isère, France

Val-d'Isère, an icon in the skiing world, beckons with its high-
altitude charm and exceptional winter sports offerings. Part of
the Espace Killy ski area, it shares its slopes with Tignes, creating
a vast terrain for skiing and snowboarding. The resort is
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renowned for hosting international competitions, including the
legendary Critérium de la Première Neige. Val-d'Isère's lively
village ambiance, upscale amenities, and diverse après-ski
options complete the experience for avid winter sports
enthusiasts.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

3       Courchevel, France
73120 Courchevel, France

Nestled in the heart of the French Alps, Courchevel is a world-
renowned ski resort celebrated for its opulence and diverse
terrain. Part of the expansive Trois Vallées ski area, it offers an
extensive network of meticulously groomed slopes, catering to
all skill levels. The resort's glamorous reputation is bolstered by
its luxury accommodations, upscale boutiques, and Michelin-
starred restaurants. With a range of winter activities, including
ice skating on a scenic alpine lake, Courchevel ensures a lavish
and unforgettable mountain experience.
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Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

4       Méribel, France
Méribel, 73550 Les Allues, France

Méribel, a jewel within Les Trois Vallées, beckons with its
charming alpine architecture and welcoming atmosphere.
Renowned for its central location in one of the world's largest ski
areas, Méribel provides seamless access to an abundance of
pistes. The resort's lively après-ski scene and family-friendly
ambiance make it a favored destination. With diverse activities
like snowshoeing through pristine forests and enjoying
panoramic views from the Saulire peak, Méribel captures the
essence of a quintessential alpine getaway.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

5       Val Thorens, France
73440 Savoie, France

As the highest ski resort in Europe, Val Thorens stands atop the
French Alps, ensuring unparalleled snow conditions and an
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extended ski season. Part of Les Trois Vallées, it offers an
extensive network of slopes, ranging from gentle beginner runs
to challenging descents. Val Thorens is famous for its vibrant
nightlife, attracting a youthful crowd with lively bars and clubs.
The resort's modern infrastructure, including high-speed lifts and
convenient amenities, adds to its appeal, making it a sought-
after destination for ski enthusiasts seeking both thrill and
convenience.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

6       Tignes, France
73320 Tignes, France

Tignes, a high-altitude haven in the French Alps, captivates with
its year-round appeal. Linked with Val-d'Isère, the Espace Killy ski
area offers an extensive playground for skiers and snowboarders.
Tignes stands out for its snow-sure reputation, making it a haven
for winter sports enthusiasts from autumn to late spring. The
Aiguille Percée, a stunning natural arch, and the vibrant après-ski
scene add to the resort's allure.
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Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

7       La Plagne, France
73210 La Plagne-Tarentaise, France

La Plagne, part of the Paradiski area, stands as one of the world's
largest ski resorts. Boasting a range of villages, each with its
distinct character, La Plagne offers unparalleled skiing diversity.
From the family-friendly Montchavin to the high-altitude
Bellecôte, visitors revel in the variety of slopes. The resort is
renowned for its innovative Vanoise Express cable car,
connecting La Plagne with Les Arcs, creating a vast playground
for winter sports enthusiasts.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels
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8       Les Deux Alpes, France
Les Deux Alpes, 38860 Les Deux Alpes, France

Les Deux Alpes, nestled between dramatic peaks, is renowned
for its extensive skiable glacier and vibrant atmosphere. The
resort's high-altitude location ensures reliable snow conditions,
making it a haven for winter sports enthusiasts. Les Deux Alpes
is famed for its challenging off-piste terrain, drawing adrenaline
seekers from around the world. Beyond skiing, the resort offers
diverse activities, including snowmobiling and après-ski events.
With a welcoming village ambiance and panoramic vistas, Les
Deux Alpes promises a dynamic and memorable mountain
experience.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

9       Les Gets, France
Les Gets, France

Nestled in the French Alps, Les Gets is a picturesque ski resort
renowned for its rustic charm and family-friendly atmosphere.
The village offers a delightful blend of Savoyard tradition and
modern amenities. Its extensive ski area, part of the vast Portes
du Soleil network, caters to all levels. Beyond skiing, Les Gets is
celebrated for its mountain biking trails in summer and the
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enchanting Christmas market.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

10       La Clusaz, France
74220 La Clusaz, France

La Clusaz, a gem in the Aravis Range, captivates with its alpine
allure and diverse winter sports offerings. Renowned for its
authentic character, this resort charms visitors with traditional
chalets, lively markets, and a vibrant après-ski scene. Ski
enthusiasts are drawn to its extensive network of pistes, while
the stunning scenery appeals to nature lovers. La Clusaz hosts
international competitions and is a haven for thrill-seekers with
its renowned off-piste terrain.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels
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